
 

Thurlow Nunn League Challenge Cup
Wednesday 6th December 2017

Walsham le Willows progressed to the 4th round of the Thurlow Nunn Challenge Cup with a
4-3 Penalty shoot-out win on Wednesday evening following a fluctuating 2-2 score line at the
end of 90 minutes. 

There was drama before kick-off with Referee Paul Quick picking up an injury in the warm-up
and ably replaced in the middle by Assistant Jordan Marin. Assistant Ian Pascu took the
dugout line with both clubs grateful to Walsham’s Andy Atkins and our own Martyn Dew for
volunteering to share the duties on the other line.

Just one change to the last Seasider's starting line up with Kye Ruel in for the absent Callum
Bennett. The re-signed Ethan Clarke was named on the bench along with Sam Ford, Kris
Haighton and Jamal Wiggins.

A windy night and a bumpy pitch placed limits on a fluid passing game but the contest did
flow from end to end without either goal being too seriously threatened in the first half. 
Boulter stung Crumps fingers with a powerful shot which was well held by the Felixstowe
keeper and Boardley's free kick that cannoned of the home cross bar were the closest either
side came to breaking the deadlock in the first period.
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The home goal came under sustained pressure at the start of the second half and five
minutes after the restart the visitors were ahead after Ruel was brought down by Elers in the
area following a flowing move and Joe Francis slotted home the resulting spot kick. 
Ryan Twinn replaced Hamond for Walsham and made an immediate impact seizing onto a
loose ball in the Felixstowe area to volley home the equaliser.

The Seasiders pressed to regain the lead with Francis going close before being caught by
another counter attack on the hour. Crump came to the edge of his area to clear a long ball
but was quickly closed down by Jack Brame with the blocked shot rebounding into the
Felixstowe net.  
Two minutes later Coombe denied Boardley from the penalty spot having been cautioned for
bringing down Ruel in the area.

Substitutions followed with Ford, Wiggins and Clarke replacing Jennings, Kerridge and
Ainsley.
The Seasiders continued to press but the home defence was resolute and looked dangerous
on the break. Twinn looked to have sealed the win from Cusack's cross following a long run
from defence but was denied by an off-side flag. Deep into injury time and spurred on by the
travelling faithful Scott Chaplin gave the Seasiders a life line as he volleyed home the
equaliser to take the game to penalties.

Story of the penalty shoot out:
Once again fortunes fluctuated as Boardley scored with the first penalty kick and Cusack saw
Danny Crump save the first of Walsham's.  Coombe saved from Chaplin and Boulter scored. 
Francis missed and Southgate scored. Hastings scored and Crump saved from Nurse. Ford's
weak shot was saved but Walsham's Clarke missed. After five kicks each it was 2-2. 
No mistake from Reece Barber, nor from Twinn 3-3.  Wiggins saw his shot saved by Coombe
and Dongray hammered home the winner (4-3).

Referee: Jordan Marin

Attendance: 78
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